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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents a flowsheet model describing the 

interpersonal process of adolescent identity formation in relation to 
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circle as pathways toward identity formation in relation to peers and 
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group they will either comply with, identify with, or internalize the
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assumed to involve More conflicts, frustrations, and trials. These 
are cases where the individual is either unsatisfied or not accepted 
and will seek a new group or try a new strategy with the same group. 
In the case of the vicious circle the individual is not accepted 
after many frustrating attempts, and will either (1) keep trying, (2) 
become an internally-motivatived prosocial loner or (3) become an 
antisocial "lone wolf". The model is likened to a production line 
with the final product being identity. The process is considered to 
be the same for female and male adolescents. (LLL) 
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Abstract 

A step-by-step description of an interpersonal process of 

adolescent identity formation in relation to peers and peer. 

groups was presented. ,Primary and secondary routes were 

identified as possible paths toward identity achievement. 

A "Vicious Circle" was described as a possible "cause" of 

some prosocial and antisocial behaviors: Outcomes, along ' 

an internal-external dimension of satisfaction and accept-

ance, were hypothesized. Identity was likened to construc-

tion of a product along a production line. 'It was hoped 

that some theoretical value could be found in the model, 

if for no other reason, because it was assumed the process 

was identical for female, as well as male, adolescents. 



A Process of Identity Formation in
Relation to Peers and Peer Groups. 

"I work myself to death, just to fit—in." 
(Pete Townshend, •1973) 

Many models seek to'explain and/or identify the processes and' dy-

namics of adolescent identity formation. Hall, Gesell, Havighurst, 

Bandura, Freud, Erikson, Piaget, Sullivan, and Heider-were some of the 

more influential theorists, and thousands of studies have been per-

formed bÿ many others. 

The purpose of this paper is not an attempt to prove or disprove 

any theory, theorist, or study. Ratter, the purpose is at least five-

fold: 1.. To describe an interpersonal process of adolescent identity 

formation in relation to peers and peer groups, within a Social-

Psychological context; 2. To identify a "Vicious Circle" within the 

process, revealing a possible "cause" of prosocial and antisocial be-

havior; 3. To hypothesize Outcomes, along an internal-external dimen-

sion of satisfaction and acceptance, according to an Attributional 

approach; 4. To present a model equally-applicable to male and fe-

male adolescents; and 5. To present a model to be used in conjunction 

with, or expand,•other models of identity formation, interpersonal 

processes, and/or social development. 

Assumptions 

A number of assumptions must be true in order for the model to be 

valid: 



I. The adolescent possesses the motivation to continue seek-

ing peer groups in his search for identity. According to Farns-

worth (1967), peer groups axe .the major socializing agents of 

adolescents. 'Sullivan (1953) postulated that an adolescent has.

a need for peers and acceptance. If so, the individual is motiva 

ted, and will continue to seek new groups according to the model. 

2. The process it continuous. Each individual will possess 

a differing degree of need-for peers. Depending on internal ver-

sus external locus-of-control, and other factors, some individuals' 

may spend• more,time than others searching for peers,-but the search

is never` complete: "Final identity" .s attained only at death. 

3. The individual will belong to more than just one peer 

group. Because nobody.is entirely "one-dimensionla ", the individ-

ual will continue to seek new relationships even after one has 

already been found (e.g., not only is he á member of the football 

team, but he belongs to Boy Scouts also). 

4. The process is the same for.females and males. Volumes 

have been written.abóut individual, and sex differences, but this 

model assumes the process is relatively the same for both sexes. 

5. The individual will Suffer from lower self-esteem vhen`he 

is not accepted by peer gropus. According CO Kauffman (198f), 

"...the conclusion that anxiety and low self-concept cause with-

drawal and social isolation is not justifiable on. the basis of 

research data. It is more plausible that anxiety and low self-
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concept result from the child's lack of 'social competence."1 

6. An individual may become a Loner or Lone Wolf at any 

-- point along the way. ,In the schematic diagram of the process,

Loner and Lone, Wolf are shown to result from Low Self-esteem. 

Thià is mostly for diagramatical purposes, and is not meant to ' 

show that low self-esteem causes withdrawal or social isolation. 

However, it is often this point at which isolation will occur. 

The Flowsheet 

Definitions • 

Before the presentation of a step-by-step explanation of the flow-

sheet, operational definitions' of terms are needed: 

Peer.• "An equal -- tine who'is equal in one or more respects" 

(Lafrancois, 1980). . 

Peer Group. "A group (two or more individuals) of equals 

equals in one or morç respects" (Lefrancois, 1980). 

Self-esteem. How the adolescent views. himself in relation to 

physical, cultural, functional, and social contekts, depending on 

his percgptions and attributions. 

Compliance., "Behavior by one who is motivated to gainlreward 

or avóid punishment" (Aronson, 1980). This woad apply to an indi-

vidual who finds himself as a member of a peer group solely because 

he did not want to be rejected by another potential peer group, or 

because he wanted (needed) to belong to a peer group in order to ' 

gain some reward -- not because of specific desired qualities of , 

the group, or individuals in that group (e.g., he may join the French\ 



Club, even'though he does not like any•of 'the members, because mem-

bership may lead to an eventual sch'olarship). 

Identification. "Conformity by,an individual brought about by

his desire to be like the influence r" (Aronson, /980). in individual 

might join the school band because bis best friend'is a member, even 

though he might riot know how to play an instrument. Identification 

is assumed to be-on a higher'level of identity achievement than compli-

ance, but not as high a:. internalization. 

} Internalization. "The most permanent resporisi to social influ-

ence; internalization is motivated by an individual's desire to be 

right" (Aronson, 1980). The highest level of identity achievement

according to this model: The individual will riot join a group just 

to avoid rejection, and will not join a group just to .be like a 

friend, he will join a.gróup in order to do what is right for himself, 

and the group. 

Identity. Peer group identity is achieved anywhere on the three-

point scale of compliance,'identification, and internalization. At 

this point, the individual is a member of a group and possesses 

identity. The levels of identity Attained•will affect his resultant

self-esteem. If he has internalized the values, beliefs, etc. of ' " 

the peer group, he will most-likely have a higher self-esteem and 

remain in the group for 'á long time. But, if he has merely complied 

with the group, he will quite possibly suffer•from lower sel/-esteem, 

and his membership in the group may be short-lived.



Loner. An internally-motivated individual who operates away' 

from group influences in an antisocial manner. The term is bor-

rowèd'from Lefrancois, and the definition most-closely resembles 

the "Undersocialized, Aggressive" Conduct Disorder. 

Identity as a Product 

According to Erikson (1968), "Identity is a unique produot, which 

' now meets a crisis to be solved only in new identificátion with age 

mates and leader figures outside the family." This flowsheet model 

describes a process, a step-by-step "production line" where raw materials 

(the individual 'plus social interactions), are transformed by a process 

(internal and external acceptance and satisfaction), into a finished 

product (identity in relation'to peérs and peer groups). As is.-often 

the case in production, byproducts (prosocial and antisocial) are left-

over and must be dealt with. Like a company, the individual will either 

reap the benefits of the quality of the final product and prosper, or 

wallow in frustration, conflict, or bankruptcy, if thé final product!is 

inferior: 

. Insert Figure 1 here. • 

The Primary Route 

Starting at the bottom of the chart, the Individual becomes associ-

ated with a Peer Group. If he Fits-in, and is Accepted by the Group, 

'and if he is Satisfied with his role or position in the Group (i.e., if 

both internal and external dimensions have'been fulfilled), then the 



Individual will. either Comply with, Identify with, or Internalize the 

Group's Values, Beliefs, and Behaviors, and will possess an Identity. 

This route is The Primary Route toward identity formation ín rela-

tion to peers and peer groups, and is identified as stich in Figure 1. It

is assumed to be the easiest, most conflict-free route: 

Howard (Individual) noticed a group of boys (Peer Group) 
playing football at recess. Howard vas new at school, 
but he liked to play football, and he knew right away he 
"wanted to get to know that group". A couple of days later, 
Howard asked one of the boys if he could join. . .Rovard 
played football for the rest of the Fall with that group. 
He liked:football apd the other kids in the group (Satis-
faction), and they.liked him (Acceptance). Rovard even-
cLally became."a mular member of the group" (Identity). 
The members of the group all got along so well (InternaU-
ration), they often played football, attended movies, dances, 
and sporting events. 

The Secondary Route 

If the• Individual is Unsatisfied with the Group, he will Seek A 

New Group, or Try A New Strategy With The Same Group, until he finally 

Fits-in and is Accepted, and is Satisfied with the Group and his role 

or position in it (i.e., until both internal and external dimensions 

have been fulfilled). 

If he Doesn!t Fit-in, or is Not Accepted by his Peers, he will suffer 

from Lower Self-esteem, and will Seek A New Group, or Try A New 

Strategy With The Same Group, until he finally Fits-in, becomes Satis-

fied, and attains Identity (Compliance, Identification, or Internalization of 

Group Values, Beliefs, Behaviors) etc.). 

Any route other than the Primary Route is a Seconday Route, and 

is assumed to involve more conflicts, frustrations, and trials: 



Miry Mn IlndivldzoU, a ninth-grider, had spoken briefly, 
with a girl from her Math class, and later noticed her 

'sitting with a group of girls (Peer Group) in the cafeteria. 
Mary Ann knew this group vie popular around school, and she 
believed that if she belonged to the group; she sight be 
quite popular herself. After a•couple of lunch periods, it 
vas obvious to Mary Anp that most of the girls in the group 
were ignoring her, and a couple had beén downright rude 
(Doesn't Fit-in, Not Accepted)' Mary Ann lilt bid (Lower Self- ' 
esteem) that the group wasn't accepting her, but she still 
"wantel to belong". She tried wearing lavis (Alters Stratipy, 

'Takes New Action), instead of dresses. . .Thereafter, the 
other girls were a little friendlier, but never learned to, 
"completely saeept her as a umber of the group" (Accepted, 
at least to a certain merit). Mary Ann remised with the group 
until Christmas (Satisfied, at' least to a certain estgnt), but she 
vas never fully satisfied with her position Gdentity1 in the 
group., She attended a dance once, but she never got along 
"great" with the girls (compliance). At Ctiristnas, she began 
to look for new Groups.

Secondary Routes are normal and healthy, becaùse nobody can always Fit-in'' 

and be Satisfied with a,Peer Grotp the first time, every time. However, 

sometimes the process is not healthy or normal for the Individual,, such 

as when he becomes caught in The Vicious Circle. 

The•Vicious Circle 

Spiraling downward, with each step reinforcing the next, the lndivi 

dual. may find himself in a ,seemingly-hopeless i;ituatioii, "The Vicious 

Circle" (See Figure 2). He will pick-up momentum until he is finally 

flung-out in one of three possible directions:

,1. Hewill continue to Seek New Groups,'hoping for eventual 

success (but he may also•be setting himself up for a fall, as he may 

be reentering the Vicious Circle); 

2. He will giye-up Seeking New Groups and external justification, 



and react prosocially - he becomes a Loner. Internally-motivaked, he \

pbssesses Identity as a ProSocial Byproduct of the Procése;; 

3. He will react antisocially,, and become a Lone Wolf. He 

becomes an Antisocial Byproduct of the process. 

Insert Figure 2 here 

Simply described, the Individual Seeks A Group, but finds he Doesn't 

Fit-in, or is Not Accepted by the Group. This may result in Lower Self-

esteem or frustration. So the Individual, working frbm a new, disadvanta-

geous position, tries again -- he Seeks a New Group, but he is again disap-

pointed, causing even more inner-turmoil. Finally, the Individual, might , 

Fit-in, and be, Accepted by the Group (although it may not be the original • 

group he had in mind when he began the process -- he may have séttled for 

an "inferior" group, a áecond choice, because of the disadvantageous 

position from whiCh'he was working). .Because he ended-up in a group with 

which he did not originally wish to belong, the level to which'he would 

Identify with the Group (Compliance vs. Identification Vs. Internalization) 

might suffer. 

Loneis 

The useful, "Prosocial Byproducts" of the process are "Loners". In 

this model, a Loner has given-up'dio external rewards and justifications 

(relatively speaking), and has adopted a more internal set, or system. 

The.Loner is considered to be a prosocial, internally-motivated individual, 

in short, a mature adult. In this context, he possesses a positively-



connotated, uni que, Identity. 

Lone Wólves 

The less useful, unwanted, "Antisocial Byproducts" of the process are 

"Lone Wolves": This may occur when an individual gives-up on external and 

internal processes.as well. Resultant behaviors may include forms of de-

pression, alcoholism, delinquency, suicide, learned helplessness, or drug 

aöuse, among others. 

'The direction from which in individual is propelle# from the Vicious 

Circle is dependant on his previous socialization, coping patterns, the 

accukulated number of episodes of rejection experienced, opportunity present 

for prosocial vs. antisocial acts, internal or external locua-of-control,

the present psychological condition, individual personality traits, among 

others.2 

Outcomes 

Heider (1958) postulated the outcome of an aption as a'function 9f 

the effective personal force and the effective environmental force: 

outcome • e(effective personal force, effective environmental force). 

With minor modifications to Heider's Attributional modél, this model 

allows for hypothesized Outcomes along an internal-external (personal, 

environmental) dimension of acceptance and satisfactioft (See Figure 3). 

Insert' Figure 3 here 

Four Outcomes are possible: 



1. Identity. When an individual is satisfied with his role or 

position in - the group, and the group accepts the individual into the 

.group, he has found Identity ("He is a Boy Scout."). Both internal 

and external conditions have been fulfilled.

2. Frustration. When an.individual, is satisfied with his role 

or positj.on in 'the group, but the group does not accept him, he will 

. become frustrated ("He is in Boy Scouts, but it is hard for him, because the. 

other Scouts don't like him, they won't accept him."): Thé internal Omen-

sion (satisfaction) has been fulfilled, but the external dimension 

(acceptance) has not. Therefore, he can not remain satisfied in a 

group that, does not accept him, and he will seek new groups until 

both dimensions have been fulfilled. Whether it be a different Boy

Scout Troop, or an altogether different group,, such as the football 

tgam, or even if means becoming a Loner, he will probably take.

action to relieve his' frustrations. 

3. Conflict. I'f the individual is accepted by the group (ful-

filling the external dimension of acceptance),'but is person4lly un-

satisfied with his role or position in the group, he will experience 

conflict Vie is in Boy Scouts, and the other, Scouts like and accept him; but 

he hates $couting."). Once again, he will. continue to search for new 

groups, because one will usually not remain in a group with which he 

is unsatisfied for a long period of time. Again,bdth conditions need 

to be fulfilled. 

4. 'Rebellion. When an individual is continuously not accepted ' 
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by his peers, and is continuously unsatisfied with his role'or posi-

tion 'in the groups in which he finds himself, he will eventually re 

bel in one way or another. This iebellioci may be prosocial, or anti-

Social, as previously mentioned ("lie hatei the Boy Scouts, the 'othér Scouts 

hate him, he is going to go out and throw snowballs át cars."). 

Discussión 

In this paper a step-by-step description of an interpersonal process 

of adolescent identity formation in relation to peers And peer groups was 

presented. A "Vicious Circle" was identified as a possible "cause" of some 

prosocial and antisocial behaviors. Outcoms were hypothesized along an 

internal-external dimension of satisfaction and acceptance. The model was 

'likened to'a production line, the final product being identity. 

'It is,hoped the model can be used with, or expand, other existing 

models. There is no doubt that this one model cannot possibly identify, or 

solve, every problem related to adolescent peer groups, pressures, and re-

lationships. And it is obvious that many important treks of Adolescent 

and Developmental•PsycholOgy relating to identity formation have been

omitted, such as intellectual, sexual, moral, familial, ánd•other social and 

developmental aspects. The model has borrowed liberally from many other 

-schools-of-thought, including, cognitive, social, developmental, and be-

havioral views. .It is hoped that the identification of-this one inter-

pergonal -proceis can lead to further understanding of identity formation 

in some small way. 

Hopefully,. some theoretical value exists in the model. If; for ño 



cther reason, the assumption is made that the process is the 'same for 

female, as well as, male adolescents. According to Gallatin (1977), 

historically, research and theory in Adolescent Psychology has been 

applicable mostly toward the male. 
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Footnotes 

lThe question of whether an' individual's self-esteem suffers because 

of his present identity, or, whether his identity suffers because of his 

low self-esteem, is not a question I wish to address at the present time. 

2For a theatrical explanation of the consequences of failed peer 

group relationships and the Vicious Circle, see .the movie, Quadrophenia 

(The Who, 1977), a powerful statement of adolescent frustrations and anger. 



Figure Caption 

Figure 1. Flowsheet model: a process of identity formation in relation

to peers and peer groups. 
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Figure Caption 

Figure 2. A "Vicious Circle" of identity Formation. Suffer-

ing from lower self-esteem with.. each cycle, the individual will 

eventually be flung-out in one of three possible directions: he 

will be Accepted by a group, he will become a Loner, or he will 

become a Lone Wolf. 
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Figure Caption 

Figure 3. Hypothesized Outcomes along an internal-external 

dimension of satisfaction and acceptance. When the individual is 

satisfied and accepted, he will possess Identity. If he is either 

not accepted or unsatisfied with his role or position in the group,

he will experience Conflict or Frustration. If he is not accepted; 

and unsatisfied (for a long-énough period of time), he will Rebel. 
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